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Zarif didn't give the impression that
any agreement between Iran and six

world powers could be finalised in
just one day, Iranian and Western
officials say. In an internet video
posted online, Mr Biden said a

nuclear deal would be "substantial",
diplomatic sources said. He said:
"But I think they see the world as
you do, that the world will see an

Iran that is peaceful." Mr Zarif didn't
assure Mr Biden that Tehran
wouldn't restart its nuclear

enrichment programme, which the
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West fears could allow it to build
atomic weapons. The Obama

administration has given Mr Zarif
until midnight (1000 GMT) to sign
the final deal, but there have been
suggestions he could ask for more
time. New details Mr Biden met Mr

Zarif as he travels to Oman and
Baghdad. Mr Biden was due to meet
Omani ruler Sultan Qaboos, who has
brokered an earlier understanding

between the West and Iran, and Iraqi
leader Nouri al-Maliki. In a reference

to Iran, Mr Biden said: "This
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agreement has the potential to bring
an end to the threat of a nuclear-
armed Iran." READER: "Iran has

always been the focus of the
President's foreign policy and we are

hopeful that the deal can be
concluded, in part because of the
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karamath.or..Dairy packaging: solid colour-

blocking with high performance in focus. The
market for coloured, solid, milk packaging has

been under constant pressure to reduce
packaging material use, health and environment

problems from printing coatings and powders
and also the cost of such packaging. This paper
describes how a colour-blocking and coatable

photographic packaging material, developed by
Skippy Packaging Company Ltd., combined
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polypropylene (PP) and a yellow coating, has
been processed successfully to produce an
excellent colour-blocking package, showing

potential use in a wide variety of markets. The
combination of a metallised base, clear surface

and high gloss white packaging has a high
performance impact. The colour-blocking,

coatable photographic packaging material is
colour-blocking, that is, coloured PPs are used to

produce packaging that is coloured on the
surface. A photographic printing process is used
to produce high quality printed images. Product

launch screens and consumer information
supplements can be printed or co-extruded on to

the PP. Skippy Packaging Company Ltd. have
demonstrated how a colour-blocking, coatable,
PP packaging material can be produced for a
wide variety of product types, whilst reducing
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the use of packaging materials.How do books
teach us to survive? How do they make us do
what we might not want to do? Let’s say you

read a book that someone else
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